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Life with

GLASSLOCK

GLASSLOCK is made from tempered glass, our Glasslock Food & Drink
Storage are manufactured to withstand repetitive use in refrigerator,
freezer and microwave.

GLASSLOCK is a stylish, convenient and attractive container. You can store,
heat and serve food & drink all in the same.

GLASSLOCK is made of silica, soda ash, limestone and other natural
components, making it eco-friendly and recyclable. It is BPA free and save.

GLASSLOCK comes in transparent and clear glass with different size and
type to meet your everyday needs. It looks stylish in any kitchen.

GLASSLOCK is odor-free,stain-proof and air+liquid resistant.  
Convenience to store your food & drink.

GLASSLOCK is FDA approved and safe to use in any food industry.

Microwave Dining TableOvenDishwasherRefrigerator/FreezerBPA FreeToxic Free

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com

mailto:salesteam@mhglobal.com


Rectangle Shape

2pcsSet of Food Container

Description :

Tempered glass, excellent hardness and durability, which has a shock  

resistance up to 3-5 times harder than normal glass.

Temperature resistant from -20o C to 120o C.  

Leak proof ; Airtight, waterproof silicone seal.

Odor-free ; Stain proof and airplus liquid tight, convenience.  

Microwavable (Not for Lid) ; Freezer/Fridge safe and dishwasher safe.  

Graduated size is stackable ; smart design.

Unique Snap-lock lid system ; Easy to open and close, Anti-jamming.  

Versatile kitchenware ; Direct from the fridge & microwave to the table.  

Eco friendly ; Recyclable, 100% BPA free.

SIZE

YOUR PRICE (RM)

RRP  
PRICE  
(RM)

30-50
PCS  

(RM)

51-149
PCS  

(RM)

150-299
PCS  

(RM)

300-499
PCS  

(RM)

500 PCS
ABOVE
(RM)

1000 PCS  
ABOVE  
(RM)

GL-1045  
2PCS/SET

MRCB -0400
400ml x 1
(148mm x 99mm x 43mm)

MRCB - 100
1000ml x 1
(190mm x 141mm x 55mm)

150.00 55.00 49.50 44.00 41.30 38.50 35.80

Microwave Dining TableOvenDishwasherRefrigerator/FreezerBPA FreeToxic Free

Unique Snap-lock lidsystem,  
easy to open and close,

anti-jamming

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com

Easy stylish design and  
stackable

Tempered glass and crystal  
clear view

mailto:salesteam@mhglobal.com


Square Shape

2pcsSet of Food Container

Description :

Tempered glass, excellent hardness and durability, which has a shock  

resistance up to 3-5 times harder than normal glass.

Temperature resistant from -20o C to 120o C.  

Leak proof ; Airtight, waterproof silicone seal.

Odor-free ; Stain proof and airplus liquid tight, convenience.  

Microwavable (Not for Lid) ; Freezer/Fridge safe and dishwasher safe.  

Graduated size is stackable ; smart design.

Unique Snap-lock lid system ; Easy to open and close, Anti-jamming.  

Versatile kitchenware ; Direct from the fridge & microwave to the table.  

Eco friendly ; Recyclable, 100% BPA free.

SIZE

YOUR PRICE (RM)

RRP  
PRICE  
(RM)

30-50
PCS  

(RM)

51-149
PCS  

(RM)

150-299
PCS  

(RM)

300-499
PCS  

(RM)

500 PCS
ABOVE
(RM)

1000 PCS  
ABOVE  
(RM)

GL- 1623  
2PCS/SET

MCSB - 049
490ml x 2
(115mm x 115mm x 57mm)

122.00 43.50 39.20 34.80 33.00 30.50 28.30

Microwave Dining TableOvenDishwasherRefrigerator/FreezerBPA FreeToxic Free

Unique Snap-lock lid system Smart design andstackable Crystal clearview

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com

mailto:salesteam@mhglobal.com


Rectangle Shape

Classic FoodContainer

Microwave Dining TableOvenDishwasherRefrigerator/FreezerBPA FreeToxic Free

Description :

Tempered glass, excellent hardness and durability, which has a shock  

resistance up to 3-5 times harder than normal glass.

Temperature resistant from -20o C to 120o C.  

Leak proof ; Airtight, waterproof silicone seal.

Odor-free ; Stain proof and airplus liquid tight, convenience.  

Microwavable (Not for Lid) ; Freezer/Fridge safe and dishwasher safe.  

Graduated size is stackable ; smart design.

Unique Snap-lock lid system ; Easy to open and close, Anti-jamming.  

Versatile kitchenware ; Direct from the fridge & microwave to the table.  

Eco friendly ; Recyclable, 100% BPA free.

SIZE

YOUR PRICE (RM)

RRP  
PRICE  
(RM)

30-50
PCS  

(RM)

51-149
PCS  

(RM)

150-299
PCS  

(RM)

300-499
PCS  

(RM)

500 PCS
ABOVE
(RM)

1000 PCS  
ABOVE  
(RM)

MCRB - 040
400ml x 1
(148mm x 99mm x 43mm)

55.00 22.50 20.30 18.00 17.00 16.00 14.70

Unique Snap-lock lid system Smart design andstackable Crystal clearview

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com
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Description :

Tempered glass, excellent hardness and durability, which has a shock  

resistance up to 3-5 times harder than normal glass.

Temperature resistant from -20o C to 120o C.  

Leak proof ; Airtight, waterproof silicone seal.

Odor-free ; Stain proof and airplus liquid tight, convenience.  

Microwavable (Not for Lid) ; Freezer/Fridge safe and dishwasher safe.  

Graduated size is stackable ; smart design.

Unique Snap-lock lid system ; Easy to open and close, Anti-jamming.  

Versatile kitchenware ; Direct from the fridge & microwave to the table.  

Eco friendly ; Recyclable, 100% BPA free.

SIZE

YOUR PRICE (RM)

RRP  
PRICE  
(RM)

30-50
PCS  

(RM)

51-149
PCS  

(RM)

150-299
PCS  

(RM)

300-499
PCS  

(RM)

500 PCS
ABOVE
(RM)

1000 PCS  
ABOVE  
(RM)

GL- 1531  
2PCS/SET

400ml x 1  
(148mm x99mm  
x 43mm)

670ml x 1 (duo type)
(164mm x115mm  

x 57mm)

155.00 57.50 52.00 46.00 43.20 40.30 37.40

Microwave Dining TableOvenDishwasherRefrigerator/FreezerBPAFreeToxic Free

Rectangle Shape

2pcsSet of Food Container

1pc of Duo type foodcontainer  
& 1pc classic food container

Smart design andstackableCrystal clear view

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com
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Square Shape

3pcsSet of Food Container

Description :

Tempered glass, excellent hardness and durability, which has a shock  

resistance up to 3-5 times harder than normal glass.

Temperature resistant from -20o C to 120o C.  

Leak proof ; Airtight, waterproof silicone seal.

Odor-free ; Stain proof and airplus liquid tight, convenience.  

Microwavable (Not for Lid) ; Freezer/Fridge safe and dishwasher safe.  

Graduated size is stackable ; smart design.

Unique Snap-lock lid system ; Easy to open and close, Anti-jamming.  

Versatile kitchenware ; Direct from the fridge & microwave to the table.  

Eco friendly ; Recyclable, 100% BPA free.

SIZE

YOUR PRICE (RM)

RRP  
PRICE  
(RM)

30-50
PCS  

(RM)

51-149
PCS  

(RM)

150-299
PCS  

(RM)

300-499
PCS  

(RM)

500 PCS
ABOVE
(RM)

1000 PCS  
ABOVE  
(RM)

GL- 155  
3PC S/SET

480ml x 1
1180 x 1
2450ml x 1

200.00 100.00 90.00 80.00 75.00 70.00 65.00

Microwave Dining TableOvenDishwasherRefrigerator/FreezerBPA FreeToxic Free

Luxury packaging box Convenient to store the food  
containers

Can be use in microwave  
without lid.

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com
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Round Shape

3pcs Set BlockCanister

Description :

Built for durability, which has a shock resistance up to 3-5 times harder  

than normal glass.

Crystal clear view ; Glass container help you see what you have in the  

fridge at a glance.

Airtight Sealing ; Screw type lid for eady open and aperfect airtightness  

once closed.

Odor-free ; Stain proof, leak proof, waterproof.

Safe Stacking ; The Block Canister are designed to stack perfectly. Push  

to stack tightly and tilt in sideway to separate.

Block Canister are designed to accommodate spices, confectionery, as  

well as dry, fresh or cooked food ; Convenience

Versatile kitchenware ; Stylish design ; comes with various sizes and  

stackable.

Eco-friendly ; Recyclable ; 100% BPA free.

SIZE

YOUR PRICE (RM)

RRP  
PRICE  
(RM)

30-50
PCS  

(RM)

51-149
PCS  

(RM)

150-299
PCS  

(RM)

300-499
PCS  

(RM)

500 PCS
ABOVE
(RM)

1000 PCS  
ABOVE  
(RM)

IG-802  
3PCS/SET

250ml x 1
(86 x 74.9mm)  
IP-607
400ml x 1
(86 x 108.2mm)  
IP-608
600ml x 1
(86 x 148.2mm)

120.00 43.00 38.70 34.40 32.20 30.10 28.00

Stack up like Lego Bloks-
Block Canister made to stack  

each other for using small  
space efficiently

Smart Push & Tilt System-
Push to stack tightly, tilt in  

sideway to separate

Door pocket master perfectly  
designed for storing in fridge  

door

Toxic Free BPA Free Dishwasher

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com
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Food Box

2pcsSet of Glass Canister

Description :

Special toughened glass which has a shock resistance up to 3-5 times  

harder than normal glass.

Anti-bacterial silicone lid - The lid is made of pp antibacterial, rigid

silicone sealant, which not only protects the sealing but also prevent

bacterial growth which preserves fresh food longer.

Unique snap-lock lid system ; Easy open and close ; Anti-jamming.  

Odor-free, leak-proof, stain proof, waterproof and airtight;  

Convenience.

Modern design ; Crystal clear view. You will be impressed by the thick,  

transparent and shiny glass.

Ideal for vegetables, fruits, confectionery, food preservation, etc.  

Freezer/fridge safe and dishwasher safe.

Ergonomically hand grip.

SIZE

YOUR PRICE (RM)

RRP  
PRICE  
(RM)

30-50
PCS  

(RM)

51-149
PCS  

(RM)

150-299
PCS  

(RM)

300-499
PCS  

(RM)

500 PCS
ABOVE
(RM)

1000 PCS  
ABOVE  
(RM)

IG-671  
2PCS / SET

IP-591
1500ml x 1
(125 x 125 x147mm)  
IP-592
2000ml x 1
(125 x 125 x 182mm)

200.00 70.00 63.00 56.00 53.00 49.00 45.50

Crystal clear view -
Glass containers help yousee  

what you have at a glance

Toxic Free BPA Free Dishwasher

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com

Ergonomically hand grip Ideals for dryfood

mailto:salesteam@mhglobal.com


Noodle Mug

Description :

Tempered glass with lid.

Excellent hardness and durability, which has a shock resistance up to  3-

5 times harder than normal glass.

Comfortable easy to use Noodle Mug is mad with ergonomically  

designed handle.

Microwavable (Not for Lid) ; Freezer/Fridge safe and dishwasher safe.  

Convenience kitchenware ; Goes directly from freezer to microwave.  

Odor-free ; Stain free-easy to wash.

Temperature resistant from -20O to 120O C.  

Eco-friendly ; Recyclable ; 100% BPA free.

SIZE

YOUR PRICE (RM)

RRP  
PRICE  
(RM)

30-50
PCS  

(RM)

51-149
PCS  

(RM)

150-299
PCS  

(RM)

300-499
PCS  

(RM)

500 PCS
ABOVE
(RM)

1000 PCS  
ABOVE  
(RM)

GL-1724  
1PCS/SET

500ml x1  
500g
(12 x 12 x 11.5cm)

100.00 22.50 20.30 18.00 17.00 16.00 14.70

Measurement level for Noodle  
Mug up to 500ml

Ergonomically design handle Luxurious packaging box.

Toxic Free BPA Free Refrigerator/Freezer Dishwasher Microwave

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com
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Tempered Glass

Greena WaterBottle

Description :

Excellent Hardness & Durability.

Flip-up carrying loop which can be easily attached backpack.

Screw type for easy open & close the lid and can be separate from the  

body for easy wash.

Designed for easy grip.

Comes with two color (BLACK , RED & BLUE).

Suitable to use for outdoor and sport.  

Stain-resistant, Odor-free.

Eco-friendly ; Recyclable ; 100% BPA Free.

SIZE

YOUR PRICE (RM)

RRP  
PRICE  
(RM)

30-50
PCS  

(RM)

51-149
PCS  

(RM)

150-299
PCS  

(RM)

300-499
PCS  

(RM)

500 PCS
ABOVE
(RM)

1000 PCS  
ABOVE  
(RM)

GREENA GLASS  
BOTTLE 1PCS/SET

500ml x 1  
(7cm x 23cm)

63.00 23.00 21.00 20.00 19.00 18.50 18.00

The bottle comes with a  
neoprene fabric pouch for easy  

handling and to reduce heat  
and protect from slippage

Flip-up carrying loop which  
can be easily attached to  

bags/backpacks

Mouth of the bottle is  
especially designed foreasy  

drinking.

Toxic Free BPA Free Refrigerator/Freezer Dishwasher

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com

mailto:salesteam@mhglobal.com


Tempered Glass

Eco Tumbler

Description :

Perk up your mood with Glasslock Eco Tumbler, available in  eye-

catching delightful colours! (BLUE, GREEN & ORANGE)

Made with high-quality glass, these thumblers are perfect for water,  

juice, smoothies and other beverager with ice.

It has an airtight silicone cap with a punch-through hole with straw, so  

you can safely use it in the car or public transportation.

The lseeve can be serve as hand protection from extreme cold or heat  

from your beverage.

Safe for use in freezer, dishwasher and microwave (Not for Lid)  

Goes directly from freezer to microwave.

Odor-free ; Stain proof, Airtight seal.

Eco-friendly ; Recyclable ; 100% BPA free.

SIZE

YOUR PRICE (RM)

RRP  
PRICE  
(RM)

30-50
PCS  

(RM)

51-149
PCS  

(RM)

150-299
PCS  

(RM)

300-499
PCS  

(RM)

500 PCS
ABOVE
(RM)

1000 PCS  
ABOVE  
(RM)

GL 1436  
1PCS/SET

380ml x 1
(12cm x 10cm X16cm)

90.00 33.00 29.70 26.40 25.00 23.10 21.50

The removable plastic coveris  
avaiable with or without  

handle and will protect you  
from burning when drinking  

hot beverages

Straw Hole : A straw hole is  
designed on the top of cap, so  
you can safely use in the car or  

public transportation

Colors Avaiable :  
Blue, Green & Orange

Toxic Free BPA Free Refrigerator/Freezer Dishwasher Microwave

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com
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Tempered Glass

Canning Mug

Description :

Superior glass body –transparent glass jar; a visible content.

Vintage design - well harmonized iron silver cap colour and landscape 

printing create the vintage design.

Hot item - drink in canning jar is a trendy.

Multi-purpose use - universal storage tank for any foods and drinks, 

essential life!

Attached handle-easy to take and handling.

Screw-top jar; easy to open and close.

Wide mouth bottle easy to clean, not easy to smell and stain left.

Safe for use in freezer/fridge and dishwasher- easy to wash and sterilize.

Odour-free and stain free from long-time storage. 

Eco-friendly- soda lime glass; Recyclable; 100% BPA free.

SIZE

YOUR PRICE (RM)

RRP  
PRICE  
(RM)

30-50
PCS  

(RM)

51-149
PCS  

(RM)

150-299
PCS  

(RM)

300-499
PCS  

(RM)

500 PCS
ABOVE
(RM)

1000 PCS  
ABOVE  
(RM)

IG 776 
1PCS/SET

500ml x 1

45.00 20.00 17.00 15.00 14.00 13.00 12.00

Embossed words glass bottle 
with European style metal 

cover.

Rotary cover, excellent sealing, 
carry and feel at ease. 

Convenient storage of all kind 
of foods and drinks- jam, pickled 
food, seasoning, sauces, juices, 

salad and etc.

Toxic Free BPA Free Refrigerator/Freezer Dishwasher Microwave

PHONE : +603-2280 2177 E-MAIL : salesteam@mhglobal.com

mailto:salesteam@mhglobal.com


Tel : 03-2280 2177

Fax : 03-2280 2077

salesteam@mhglobal.com

CALL US :

THANK YOU!
MH GLOBAL SDN BHD , 91 JALAN BANGSAR, 59200 KUALA LUMPUR

WEBSITE : WWW.MHGLOBAL.COM


